
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, CRIMINAL DIVISION 

 
 
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS  
 
vs. 
 
[CLIENT] 
  

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
 
 
           NO.  

 
 

MOTION TO DISMISS  
FOR THE CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT’S 

INTENTIONAL FAILURE TO PRESERVE EVIDENCE1 
 

Now comes Defendant, [CLIENT NAME}, by his attorneys, , and, pursuant to            

the due process clauses of the United States and Illinois Constitutions (U.S. Const., amends. V,               

XIV; Ill. Const. 1970, art. I, § 2) respectfully requests that this Honorable Court dismiss the                

pending indictment for failure to preserve body worn camera video. Alternatively, [CLIENT]            

respectfully requests, pursuant to the Illinois Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body Camera Act,            

50 ILCS 706/10 et seq. (West 2016), that this Court enter an Order precluding the arresting                

officers from testifying in this matter regarding events that they failed to record on their               

body-worn cameras, or apply an adverse inference and find that the body-worn camera video,              

which should have been recorded and preserved, would have been favorable to [CLIENT]. In              

support of this Motion, and on information and belief, [CLIENT] states as follows. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

1. [INSERT CASE SPECIFIC FACTS ABOUT STATE ALLEGATIONS AND OFFICER         

FAILURE TO ACTIVATE BWC (Including if relevant, what was not captured, the fact that              

1 Shared with the permission of Lawndale Christian Legal Center. 



the BWC would have been only evidence of allegations, fact that all officers were trained on                

how to use BWC and attach training records) 

ILLINOIS LAW ENFORCEMENT  
OFFICER-WORN BODY CAMERA ACT [ADAPT FOR YOUR JX] 

 
2. In 2016, the Illinois legislature enacted the Illinois Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body            

Camera Act. 50 ILCS 706/10 et seq. (West 2016) (hereafter “Act” or “Body Worn Camera               

Act” attached as Exhibit 2). The Body Worn Camera Act applies to any Illinois law               

enforcement agency that employs body worn cameras. Id. at §10-15. 

3. The purpose of the Act is clear: “[O]fficer-worn body cameras may provide impartial             

evidence and documentation to settle disputes and allegations of officer misconduct.           

Ultimately, the use of officer-worn body cameras will help collect evidence while improving             

transparency and accountability, and strengthening public trust.” Id. at §10-5.  

4. The Act provides specific procedures to be followed by all Illinois law enforcement agencies              

in their use of body-worn cameras. See Id. at §10-10 (definitions); §10-20 (requirements).  

5. Most directly: “Cameras must be turned on at all times when the officer is in uniform and is                  

responding to calls for service or engaged in any law enforcement-related activity that occurs              

while the officer is on duty.” Id. at §10-2(a) (3). 

6. Law enforcement-related encounters or activities “include but are not limited to, traffic stops,             

pedestrian stops, arrests, searches, interrogations, investigations, pursuits, crowd control,         

traffic control, non-community caretaking interactions with an individual while on patrol, or            

any other instance in which the officer is enforcing the laws of the municipality, county or                

state. Id. at §10-10. 

7. Video from body-worn cameras is intended to be used as evidence “in any administrative,               

judicial, legislative, or disciplinary proceeding.” Id. at §10-30. 
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8. The Act authorizes the court to impose penalties when “a recording was intentionally not              

captured, destroyed, altered, or intermittently captures in violation of this Act.” Id.  

9. The Act also requires all Illinois law enforcement agencies adopt a written body-worn             

camera policy. Id. at §10-20(a). 

CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT SPECIAL ORDER  
SO 03-14: BODY WORN CAMERA [ADAPT FOR YOUR JX] 

10. Pursuant to the Body Worn Camera Act requirement that all law enforcement agencies adopt              

a written body-worn camera policy, the Chicago Police Superintendent promulgated a           

Special Order outlining and implementing the requirements of the Act. Chicago Police            

Department, Special Order S03-14: Body Worn Cameras (2018) (hereafter Special Order,           

attached as Exhibit 3). 

11. The Special Order is mandatory and lays out clear and specific procedures for CPD officers               

to follow. See Special Order (section III.A.1. provides “[t]he decision to electronically record             

a law-enforcement-related encounter is mandatory, not discretionary, except where         

specifically indicated.”). 

12. Mirroring the Body Worn Camera Act, the Special Order enumerates 18 separate activities             

that constitute “law-enforcement related activities,” including investigatory stops, foot and          

vehicle pursuits, arrests, and recovery of evidence. Id. at III.A.2 

13. Body worn cameras (BWC) have three modes: (1) off; (2) buffering; and (3) event mode.               

When the body worn camera is “off” it is not recording at all. Before officers leave the                 

station for their tour of duty, they are required to ensure their BWC is on and in buffering                  

mode. Special Order at V.A.4. When the body worn camera is in buffering mode, it is                

recording, but not saving the video. See 50 ILCS 706/10-20(a)(1) (requiring that all BWCs be               

equipped with pre-event recording, capable of recording, without sound, at least 30 seconds             
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prior to camera activation). Officers are required to activate their BWC to event mode at the                

beginning of all law-enforcement-related activities. Special Order at III.A.2. To activate the            

body worn camera, an officer double presses the event button on the body-worn camera to               

switch the camera from buffering mode to event mode to begin permanently recording audio              

and digital media. Id. at XII.A. When the body worn camera is activated, it will save between                 

thirty seconds and two minutes of buffering footage without sound.  

14. And as specifically relevant in this case, pursuant to the Special Order:  

a. CPD officers must confirm the functionality of their BWC before leaving out for the              

day (Id. at V.A.1-4);  

b. All law-enforcement related activities are to be recorded (Id. at III.A.1); and 

c. If an officer fails to record, then that fact and an explanation as to why he failed to do                    

so need to be captured after the fact on the officer’s BWC (Id. at III.B.4). 

ARGUMENT 

I. The CPD Officers’ Intentional Failure to Activate Their Body-Worn Cameras          
Violate the Provisions of the Illinois Law Enforcement Officer-Worn Body          
Camera Act. 

 
15. On ____, Officers ______, each equipped with functioning, Chicago Police          

Department-issued body-worn camera equipment.  

16. There is no indication that their body-worn cameras were not operational or were otherwise              

malfunctioning. 

17. The officers’ alleged observations of [CLIENT] prompted their immediate investigation, a           

law enforcement related activity as defined by both the Body Worn Camera Act and the CPD                

BWC Special Order, and this triggered their duty to immediately activate their BWCs.  
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18. Specifically, the moment the officers allegedly saw [CLIENT] coming from the basement            

window with an object in his waistband, the officers should have activated their body worn               

cameras. If they had done so, their observations and everything that happened 30 seconds              

before they activated (without sound) would have been recorded, as would have all             

subsequent events, thereby preserving objective evidence that would prove or rebut the            

officers’ account of what happened.  

II. The Officers’ Failure to Activate their Body Worn Cameras Constitute Willful           
Failures to Preserve Evidence in Violation of the Due Process Protections of the             
U.S. and Illinois Constitutions  

 
19. As noted above, these CPD officers were trained in and knew how and when to activate their                 

body-worn cameras. The officers’ intentional and concerted failure to activate their body            

worn cameras when they were engaged in a law enforcement related activity rises to the level                

of willful failure to preserve evidence in violation of the due process clause of the Illinois and                 

United States Constitutions. U.S. Const., amends. V, XIV; Ill. Const. 1970, art. I, § 2; Illinois                

v. Fisher, 540 U.S. 544, 545 (2004) (reaffirming Arizona v. Youngblood, 488 U.S. 51, 58               

(1988) that “unless a criminal defendant can show bad faith on the part of the police, failure                 

to preserve potentially useful evidence does not constitute a denial of due process of law”);               

People v. Sunderland, 223 Ill. 2d 187, 214 (2006) (acknowledging the Illinois v. Fisher bad               

faith requirement as well as its own outcome determinative analysis in People v. Newberry,              

166 Ill.2d 310 (1995), disavowed by Illinois v. Fisher). 

20. Whether officers follow procedures and policies is relevant to a determination of the good              

faith or bad faith due process analysis. Illinois v. Fisher, 540 U.S. 544, 545 (2004) (citing                

Arizona v. Youngblood, 488 U.S. 51, 58 (1988)).  
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21. The officers’ decision not to activate their cameras while engaged in law enforcement related              

activities were not an accident, but rather, express, intentional non-actions that violate the             

statutory provisions of the Illinois Body Worn Camera Act. 

22. Specifically, that all five officers activated their body worn cameras within seconds of one              

another demonstrates a concerted intentionality and coordinated action in failing to activate            

their cameras when they were first required to do so. 

23. Consequently, this failure by Officers to activate their body worn cameras immediately upon             

their observation of events triggering an investigation resulted in both: (1) a failure to              

preserve evidence and (2) de facto destruction of evidentiary material centrally relevant to             

the allegations of this case. 

III. Dismissal of the Indictment is Appropriate as the Officers’ Failure to Record and             
Preserve their Body Worn Camera Video Constitute Willful Violations of Due           
Process 
 

24. As the officers’ intentional failures to record body-worn camera video resulted in failure to              

preserve evidence/de facto destruction of evidence, dismissal of the indictment is an            

appropriate sanction for violation of [CLIENT]’s due process rights. People v. Lawson, 67             

Ill.2d 449, 455 (1977) (trial court has the inherent authority to dismiss an indictment in a                

criminal case where there has been a clear denial of due process); People v. Nunn, 2014 IL                 

App (3d) 120614 ¶23 (court found police officers demonstrated bad faith in failing to              

preserve and in ordering the destruction of witness phone camera recordings of an incident              

alleging aggravated battery of a police officer). 

25. Should this Court find that the officers’ willful failures to preserve video evidence by failing               

to activate their body worn cameras do not rise to the level of warranting dismissal of the                 

indictment, the Court should consider two alternative remedies. Because the Body Worn Act             
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contemplates the use of body worn camera video as evidence, and provides that the court               

shall consider violations of the Act in weighing the evidence, 50 ILCS 706//§10-30, the              

Court should:  

a. Preclude the officers from testifying as to events that would have been recorded, had              

they activated their body worn cameras at the legally-mandated time; or 

b. Apply an adverse inference to the testimony of the officers (that body worn camera              

video, had it been properly recorded, would have shown exculpatory information           

regarding [CLIENT]). 50 ILCS 706/10-30.   
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WHEREFORE, [CLIENT] respectfully requests that this Honorable Court dismiss the          

indictment due to the officers’ bad faith, intentional failures to preserve evidence by failing to               

activate their body worn cameras in violation of the due process clauses of the U.S. and Illinois                 

Constitutions. 

In the alternative, [CLIENT] requests that this Honorable Court preclude the officers’ 

testimony as to any events not captured on video for their failure to comply with Illinois statutory 

law and CPD policy and procedures regarding the mandated recording of body-worn camera 

video; or apply an adverse inference and find that the body-worn camera video, that should have 

been captured and preserved, would have been favorable to [CLIENT].

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

___________________________ 

Counsel for CLIENT 
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